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England is once again beset with enemies from within and from without. But this time she faces
a threat more deadly and savage than the NAZI scourge of WWII. It is at this unexpected time
that Merlin chooses to return, and in a place and form just as unexpected. After selecting his last
Guardian, a man of surpassing martial prowess, he trains him for their return to England and to
do what must be done.
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Christopher Yale;a prince of a man if ever there was one.May God bless you and yours, sir,for a
thousand generations.May God grant eternal bliss to the precious soul of Charlene, and comfort
and peace to her mother.And may He bring eternal vengeance upon the savages and the
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WizardChapter 1Mac crossed his arms on the bar and stared down into his beer until a gentle
tapping on his shoulder turned his head. He glanced to his right, then down at a black-haired
boy with brilliant blue eyes. The kid could not have been a day over fourteen. Turning on his
barstool, Mac said, "How on earth did you get in here?" The main reason Mac often spent his
evenings in Gregg's Place is that Gregg and Trevor, his hard-nosed bouncer, were the best in
town at keeping out the gang-bangers, underage drinkers and those looking for something other
than a good quiet time. The boy tried to say something but his words were lost in the din of
Friday night's regulars. Mac waived at the bouncer and pointed down at the boy. Trevor left
his post at the door just after his jaw dropped open at the sight of a child in the bar. Mac
leaned to the kid and said, "Here comes your ticket home, son." Turning back to the bar he
lifted his beer for the bartender's rag, took a sip, set it down and winced, saying over the noise of
the crowd, "When you gonna get some micros or imports in here, Gregg?" The bartender
gave the same shrug and smile he had given to that question for three years, and wiped his way
down the bar. Mac lifted his glass again, but set it down and shook his head, answering his
own question with a whispered, "Never." Another tap on his shoulder had him turning
again. "You're the one," the boy shouted over the crowd. Mac thought he had heard just a
hint of an English accent. Trevor was back at the door carding a lady that couldn't have been
younger than thirty-five. Mac shouted, "Trevor!" and when the bouncer looked over, pointed to
the boy and gave him the palms up, What the heck? Gesture. Trevor gave the exact same jaw
drop as before and began making his way through the crowd toward the skinny little
intruder. Mac leaned toward the kid again and said, "Finals are coming up, aren't they? You
should be at home studying." Instead of turning back to the bar, he waited to see Trevor escort
the kid out. But just as the bouncer reached for the boy's shoulder, the child looked into Trevor's
eyes and raised a single index finger. A blank look swept over the bouncer's face. He stood there
staring into space for a moment, then turned and walked back toward the door. Staring wide-



eyed at the kid, Mac called out for Gregg. The bartender came over and, looking at Mac's drink,
said, "You've hardly touched it. You want something else?" Mac gestured toward the boy and
said, "What's this?" The bartender rose up to his toes and leaned over the bar, scanning the
floor as if looking right through the boy, then dropped to his heels and said, "Dirty oak. What
would you expect? It's late." As Gregg walked away, Mac stared at the boy again. "You're
the one," the boy repeated, then, almost as if apologizing, "There's no other." It was only then
that Mac was struck by the depth of the boy's eyes. How he had missed it before, he couldn't
guess. "Who are you?" he asked. "My name?" The boy flashed a smile that made Mac feel
almost like a child. Then seriousness returned to his handsome face as he said, "I am
Merlin." Mac turned from the boy and stared at the insipid beer that had warmed almost to
room temperature, then chugged it. Setting down the glass and wincing, he took a deep breath
and tried to organize his racing thoughts. The gentle tap on his right shoulder almost made him
jump, but he kept his cool and did not turn from the bar. This time it was the voice of an old
man that came to him, "I am not merely asking you for help, Alistair Maxwell MacArthur, I am
telling you there is no other choice. They have recognized you just as I have, and they will not
ask for anything either. They will come without warning and you will die without hope. Look up
now; for they stand at the threshold of your life. It is critical that you not let them in." Mac spun
on his stool and stared into the strange boy's piercing blue and strangely old eyes. Merlin
spoke in a boy's voice again, the English accent playing out in innocent tones, "This is not a time
for thoughts of avoiding destiny, Mr. MacArthur. The final time has begun. Ours is not a battle to
be taken lightly. It never has been. It never will be. Now let us take advantage of good sense and
exit by the back way." An explosion lit the front windows with an orange glare and shattered
several of them, throwing splinters of glass into the screaming crowd. The boy pulled Mac
close by the shoulder and said, "That would be your car. You will be next if you don't act with
some urgency." Flames and black smoke curled up like reaching hands from right where Mac
had parked at the curb. He stepped toward the door, but the boy intercepted him and shouted
above the panicking crowd, "Why do you think your car was targeted? Exactly who do you think
they want to step outside? And when they're done with you, they'll have me, and your entire
human world will be engulfed in flames like that car." The bartender shouted for everyone to
calm down, and bumped into Mac while trying to make his way to the front. "Wait," Mac
shouted, stopping Gregg with a hand on his shoulder. Looking toward the flames, then to the
boy, then toward the stock room, then the flames again, he said, "Is the back door
locked?" After dashing through the cluttered stock room, Mac was about to rush out the back
door, but the boy stopped him and stood with his head bowed and his palms touching the door
for a moment. With a nod, he took hold of the handle and struggled to twist it. Mac reached past
him and turned the handle with one hand, thrusting the door open. He followed the boy into the
alley and took a quick left. "Not that way," the boy said with some urgency in his
voice. "But my house is…" "In flames as we speak," the boy interrupted. "We must go right
from here." Mac looked leftward down the alley toward his neighborhood. "It's gone,



Mac… or nearly so." It was only then that Mac noticed the orange glow lighting the bottoms
of billowing black smoke in the blacker sky. He let out a groan. "You are that important to
them, Mac, because you are that important to the future of mankind." Mac took a few running
steps in the direction of his burning home, but the boy caught him by the back of his shirt.
Unable to hold him, the boy scuffled his feet in the gravelly dirt for a few steps then fell to his
belly with a grunt. Mac stopped and turned to help him up, saying, "The police are this way also. I
know a few of them and…" The boy looked up at him and said, "And some of them that you
do not know are on the other side. You mustn't go to them, or all that you care about will be lost."
Scrambling to his feet with Mac helping him up by the arm, the boy looked into his eyes and
shook his head, saying, "This is not the time for going left, my son." A strange power in the
boy's words negated the silliness of him calling Mac, ‘son'. He started down the alley in a dead
run with his arms stretched out in front of him, much as would a blind man. Mac followed him.
After fifty feet or so, Merlin said, "Run beside me, not behind. I don't want to fall again." Mac
sped up a bit and loped along beside him until they came to a chainlink-fenced yard on the left.
"Over this fence," Merlin said. "Please give me a boost." "Are you kidding? This is the
Ballantine residence. They have two mean-as-hell Rottweilers." The boy winced at Mac's
words, then called out, "Terry! Zeke! Come!" The Ballantine Rots rounded the house and ran
up to the fence without their usual snarling, barking and showing of ivory knives. Merlin stuck his
fingers through the chain and cooed to the dogs while they whined and licked his hands. Mac
stared with mouth agape, then said, "Truly amazing, boy, but I'm not climbing in there." No
sooner had he spoken, when three unmistakable pops rang out from the direction of the bar and
bullets kicked up dirt at his feet. He nearly threw the boy over the fence and scrambled over it
after him. Running for the opposite end of the yard and not hearing the boy's feet drumming after
him, Mac looked back over his shoulder. Merlin stood between the dogs with his head bowed
and his hands on the back of their necks. For an instant Mac thought he saw a flash of little blue
flames race through the black fur of both dogs. Merlin turned and ran toward Mac, shouting,
"What are you waiting for? Go!" As they struggled over the opposite fence, more shots rang
out and were followed by the sound of people screaming in agony over the snarls of the dogs. As
Mac and his odd companion ran into the Ballentine's cul-de-sac, the tearing, snarling sounds
dropped to silence faster than distance could have made it so. Mac looked at the boy and
said, "Are they?" The boy nodded and said, "Dead." Mac said, "Animal control will kill
those dogs for it, you know." Merlin shook his head and said, "Not for those two." "What? I
don't think they care if you and I consider them bad guys. When a dog kills a man…" "No
bodies will be found." Mac stared at the boy as sirens began to wail in the distance. He
sighed and said, "What now?" The boy smiled and pointed behind Mac, saying, "Our rides
are here." It was then that Mac got the feeling he had so often had when being watched by
someone unseen. He also realized he had heard their rides quietly clicking up behind him in the
darkness without paying attention. He turned slowly and found himself looking up into the faces
of two of the biggest bull elks he had ever seen. Unable to keep himself from taking a step



backward, he whispered, "Good lord!" Merlin stepped up to the closest of the bulls and said
something in a foreign tongue. The creature twisted its head to bring its antlers sideways and
down toward Merlin. The boy took a wide grip on them and the animal swung him up onto its
back. The boy flashed a triumphant smile and said, "Come on, Mac. Mount up." Mac
stared at the animal towering over him, knowing that if it wanted him dead, he would not be able
to run five feet before it would make him dead. He looked at Merlin and whispered, "I have shot
their kind before." Merlin laughed and said, "Good that you don't have their meat on your
breath right now, Mac, but we have to go, and with all speed. Those creeps burning in the alley
right now were not the only ones after us. Others are drawing near as you stand there shaking in
your boots." Mac said, "I'm not shaking." As he struggled, and failed, to mount the elk, he
realized that the boy's insulting words had been just the thing to jolt him into action. After his third
attempt to mount, the boy gave a foreign command to the animal and it lowered its antlers for
Mac to grab. He let out an involuntary grunt at the shocking power of the animal swinging him up
onto its back. Merlin shouted, "On!" and again Mac was shocked at the power of his steed as
it jumped into a run from the cul-de-sac toward Main Street. Mac gripped the animal with his
legs as best he could and dug his fingers into the coarse dark mane on the sides of its neck. The
elk bulls thundered their way onto Main Street and leaped over a speeding taxi. Mac managed to
stay on and craned his neck to see the taxi spinning off into somebody's rose bushes. "This is
insane!" he shouted, but Merlin only laughed in triumph while their rides clattered down the
otherwise normal sidewalks of the city.Back to Table of ContentsChapter 2Merlin jumped from
his mount's back and reached up to hug its huge, muscled neck. The animal nuzzled him back
and leapt off into the dark forest. Mac slid from his mount and, in his exhaustion, staggered
and nearly dropped to his knees. "I thought we'd never stop. Where the hell are we,
anyway?" Merlin stiffened just a bit and said, "I have never allowed my Guardians to use such
coarseness of speech." "And just who do you think you are, young man, to tell me what
words you will allow me to use?" The boy gave him a stern look, his face lit by a shaft of blue
moonlight reaching down through the trees and said, "Merlin the Magician, Guardian of the King,
Protector of the Realm of Camelot, Slayer of the last dragon, bitterest enemy of the minions of
Hell, your master and teacher." Mac laughed and said, "A lot said, but much to be proven,
little boy." He laughed again, then cleared his throat and spit into the leaf litter and said, "My
master, eh? I had a Master once. I still consider him to be my Master, even though he moved
away long ago." He sighed and said, almost under his breath, "And he was a great teacher."
Looking again at the boy's innocent face, he added, "You think you could equal him or do for me
more than he did? You're a child." Nodding, the boy said with all confidence, "I am not equal
to what he was, nor was he my equal in my realm. I will take over from where he left off. But do
not think I fail to respect him. I do, and with boundless gratitude. He is the first reason you are my
final Guardian. But your learning takes a different tack today, my son." Mac shook his head
and said, "You know, that sounds so ridiculous. You could easily be my son." Merlin sat down
in the leaves and laughed, saying, "Had you been born nearly fifteen-hundred years ago, you



could say that, but then you would not be here to say it, would you?" Mac shook his head and
said, "I don't even know where we are. I'm hungry and it's cold. I have no weapons or tent or
sleeping bag, and it is way too late to head back to town to…" He threw up his hands and said,
"My car and my house!" "And all your bits and pieces," Merlin said, "gone forever. You will not
lead that kind of life ever again." "And my tenants? They're not dead, are they?" Merlin sat
silent for a while with his head bowed, then looked up and said, "I don't think so, but I am not
sure. Do you want me to check more thoroughly?" Mac stared at him, unable to hide the look
on his face. Merlin said, "You don't fully believe yet, Mac, or you wouldn't look at me like
that." "Fully believe?" Mac laughed. "I don't even partially believe. So you're a sharp kid who
can do some sort of tricks. But Merlin the Magician from the old kid's stories? Criminy! Did you
want a gullible idiot for a Guardian, or are you in cahoots with those creeps who burned my car
and shot at me? How do I know you didn't lead me up here where I can't escape from them and
can't find any… reasonable help?" Merlin wiped his face with both hands and sighed, saying,
"So many times I have had to plod through this very same, old, tiresome conversation. Thank
Heaven this is to be my last." He formed a triangle of his index fingers and thumbs, then blew
through it at the ground, sending a torrent of wind to clear a considerable space of dry leaves.
"Fetch some kindling and firewood, if you please, sir. We will build a small hearth for your warmth
on this bare earth." Mac stared at the sizeable patch of bare ground for a bit, wondering how
the boy managed to do such impossible things. He remembered his Kung Fu master and some
of the older black sashes of their school who had taught him over the years. They had done
amazing things that seemed impossible, but there was always some rational scientific
explanation. Well most of the time there was, but this kid… He shook his head and said, "It's
pretty dark for searching around for wood, Merlin." The boy smiled and said, "Light always
comes when needed most." He looked at Mac's face and added, "Don't confuse needs with
wants, my friend. It is a property of the true light to come when needed, not necessarily when
wanted."Mac dropped his third armload of firewood on the bare earth and sat down, saying, "All
those fireflies. How are you doing these things?" Merlin leaned forward and said, "These
things are so feeble I could cry over them. That they amaze you makes me so very sad,
Mac." "Why? If I could conjure fireflies to illuminate anything I wanted, my friends would
shiiii… They would sh… My friends would surely be amazed." Merlin squinted and then
shook his head. "You have to control your language before it rises anywhere near your tongue,
Mac, or it will continue to control you and keep your mind down in the gutter where amazement
is the best you would ever do." He paused and said, "Don't bother with the innocent look. I hear
your words before you know them." Mac let out an incredulous laugh before he could stifle it,
then said, "I don't have any matches. Do you smoke?" "Only when insolence arouses my ire,
young man. Stack the wood." When Mac finished stacking the wood for a fire; tinder then
kindling then heavier sticks on top with plenty of air space between, he sat down and stared at
Merlin. The boy stood up and looked at him in a way that made the hairs stand up on the
back of his neck. "Do I smoke!" he whispered to himself in obvious disgust. Then, raising his



arms up with open hands and looking to Heaven, he shouted, "I FLAME!" and thrust his open
hands down at the firewood, which burst instantly to roaring flames as if it had been dripping
with gasoline. Mac shielded his face with his arms and scuttled backward from the searing
heat. Merlin staggered back a couple of paces, panted as if exhausted and fell to his knees,
saying, "Warm now, Mac?" A trickle of blood ran from the boy's nose and he wavered as if about
to fall. Just as Merlin's eyes began to roll back, Mac jumped to his feet and dashed around
the fire to catch the boy in his arms. He laid him on his side and took off his own jacket to cover
him. Wiping the blood from the boy's nose, he said, "What did you do to yourself, kid?" The
boy struggled to speak. He coughed several times and specks of blood flew from his mouth with
each cough. At length he whispered, "It's time… to believe." Then he closed his eyes and
completely relaxed. Mac stared at the boy, then looked at the fire and back to the boy before
saying, "Okay, Merlin." Sitting cross-legged next to the boy, Mac looked up at the stars
twinkling between the branches of the tall pines, thinking, They always say "pinch me to see if
I'm dreaming," but I already know I'm not. He let out a quiet laugh and gave his forearm a little
pinch. Sighing, he said, "I guess I'm stuck here." Staring again at the handsome little boy, he
said, "You're something, boy. That's for sure. I really don't know what you are, but I'm not about to
believe that you're Merlin the Magician." Glancing around at the fire's dancing shadows among
the trees, he whispered, "I don't know what's going on. You say I'm your Guardian, but you're the
one who saved me from those maniacs, whoever they are, or were." Thinking again of the
strange ride into the forests of the hills, he said, "How do you do these things?" Whether
dreaming or hearing Mac's question, the boy's lips curved into a slight smile, then a look of
profound sorrow spread over his face. After a few minutes, a single tear dropped from the corner
of his eye to the forest litter beneath him.At the first glint of dawn the boy stirred and mumbled
something foreign sounding, then sat up and said, "Good morrow, Mac. Thank you for keeping
the fire." Then he looked up into the trees and said, "Good morrow, Emrysse." Mac looked
up, but saw nothing. "Who are you talking to? I almost expected to see an elk breathing down my
neck again." The boy gave a laugh and shook his head, saying, "We have so much to do if
you are to become a proper Guardian." Mac sighed and said, "First you have to tell me
everything, if I am to stay with you at all. This is all so insane." The boy laughed, "Everything?
Do you have time to hear a thousand years of history and more? No, Mac. You do not have time.
And this is not insane. It's unusual to you, but not to me. You are my four-hundred-thirty-first
Guardian. I didn't choose you. You simply are he. If you refuse, you will be the first to do so, and
we will both die for that choice, and soon." Mac shook his head and said, "Okay, kid. Let's
assume you are right. What would being your Guardian entail?" "Firstly, you must be trained
in the Way. You must obey me without question and you must protect me from the enemies of
man. You must not consume the flesh of beast or bird and…" Mac interrupted, "You have got
to be kidding me!" "No, Mac, I am not." "I'm not a vegan. Have you seen those weirdos?
Every one of them is pale and sickly-looking. You see them wandering the shelves of the health
food stores desperately searching for something to make up for their stupid unhealthy



diet." The boy smiled and continued, "You must not curse or use stupid language. You must
not use the language of failure. You must not sin. You must not doubt, but act in courage and
faith always." The boy studied Mac's face and said, "Do not have the heart of defeat, my friend. It
is only the world's glamour that makes you believe the Way is not possible for you. I will help you,
more than you can imagine at this early stage." "Besides all the rest of that stuff," Mac tapped
his chest for emphasis, "I am a meat eater. I love it. I crave it." "As do my friends the wolves,
but you have a choice and your choice will be no beast flesh from this day forward. The Way is
your only chance of survival." "Your way?" "Not my way, particularly, as if I originated it,
Mac. The Way. I live by the Way and you will live by the Way or neither of us will live for
long." "And where did you get this Way? Who taught it to you?" "I was born with it and in
it, but I can't remember what happened before that." "Well, who remembers what happened
before they were born?" "My birth was not like yours, Mac." "And that was a thousand
years ago, eh?" The boy squinted at him and said, "I detect a note of sarcasm." Mac
laughed and said, "What do you expect?" "I expect to be obeyed. I told you that you must not
engage in the language of failure." "Sarcasm has been a defense for me throughout my
life." "No longer. From this point on you must understand it as a weakness. It will get you
killed. Your positive efforts must never fall below one-hundred-percent at any moment of any day
or night." "That's a lot to ask, boy." The boy stood up and held his head high, saying, "I am
Merlin the Magician, Guardian of the King, Protector of the Realm of Camelot, Slayer of the last
dragon, bitterest enemy of the forces of Hell!" The power of the boy's words, at least his belief
in those words, seemed to knock most of the sarcasm out of Mac. He sighed and said, "Were
you really born a thousand years ago? Seems you should look older by now." Merlin squinted
at him for a bit, then said, "Your words had the sound of sarcasm, but there was none in your
heart." He sighed and sat back down, saying, "A thousand years ago? Nearly that by my years
but my time is not reckoned as is yours. My years do not fall as do your years. I was born many
more than a thousand of your years ago. As to my appearance; I was born a thousand years old.
I grow younger and lose power with the passage of my years. At first my years were so very long,
much longer than yours. For centuries, I seemed to be unchanging. But the shrinking of my being
accelerates toward my end." Mac, interrupted, "In all seriousness, if you are Merlin, how
could your mother give birth to a full sized man? I am not being sarcastic. It's just a matter of
biology and physics." "My mother?" Merlin laughed. "She was more than sixty feet long. I was
a rather tiny spawn by her reckoning, though my birth brought her to her fiery end."Back to Table
of ContentsChapter 3Merlin stood up and said, "But enough of history." "Wait," Mac said.
"Wait a minute. My mom read me the story of Merlin when I was a kid and…" Merlin made a
sour face and said, "Oh, boy. Here we go." "No. Seriously. I loved that story. What bothered
me was how Lancelot got all…" "Lies!" Merlin stamped his foot. "Lancelot was a good man
and a holy Knight! He was more faithful to Arthur than any man else ever was! He was the truest
friend to me and a man of impeccable honor. Those blasted lying stories were spawned by the
minions of hell at the behest of that filthy wench, Morgana!" Mac said, "Sorry, Merlin. I didn't



mean to pour salt in an old wound." The boy rubbed his face with both hands and let his arms
drop to his sides, saying, "Have a look about, Emrysse. We will go further into the hills this
day." A flutter of wings in the trees followed Merlin's words. Mac looked up, but saw nothing,
as the sound was already receding into the distance. "Are you hungry, Merlin? You do eat,
don't you?" The boy frowned at him and said, "Of course I eat. Have you so soon forgotten
about the physics and biology you held as precious just moments ago?" "No." "Good.
Then sit down and clear your mind of all doubts, fears, sarcasm and filth. Close your eyes and
concentrate. I will prepare a breakfast for both of us." After a few minutes of fruitless effort,
Mac opened his eyes and said, "It's no use. The more I think of clearing my mind of those things
the more it fills with them." Merlin squatted down in front of him and said with a sad look, "Are
you that foreign to the Way? The younger I get, the weaker become my Guardians. But it is not
entirely your fault, Mac. This is a benighted age, darker and more lost even than the last
benighted age. You do not understand that your mind was created to be a positive thing and to
work in positives only. If you try to think not of a thing, then that very thing fills your
mind." "But you said…" "I told you to clear your mind of all doubts, fears, sarcasm and
filth, not to fill it with them, and certainly not to think about them. You can only clear away an idea
with another idea. What is the opposite of doubt?" "Sureness." "Of
fear?" "Courage." "Of sarcasm?" Mac thought for a bit and guessed,
"Honesty?" "That one has got you rather trapped. Honesty, yes, but more than that. The
opposite of sarcasm, in your life, would be a simple quiet acceptance and love of truth for what it
is. And the opposite of filth?" "Something that is clean and pure and good." "Very well,
then. Can you make positive images of all those good things and hold them together in your
mind?" "Yes." "Then please do so and embrace them until I rouse you. It will be difficult,
because the failing world has tainted your mind and spirit, but I will help you, from time to time,
as I may." Mac closed his eyes and did his best to form and hold the positive images. He
embraced the feeling of them, and, from time to time, felt a wave of power flood over him
whenever Merlin seemed to pause from scurrying about his efforts. The biggest distractions
came as scampering and breathing sounds that could not possibly have come from a boy, but
Mac held his eyes shut and put his best effort into the meditative work at hand. It was, after all,
not too different from some of the meditations his Kung Fu master had put him through over the
years. Slowly Mac came to realize that the only sound nearby was the quiet rustle of leaves in
the gentle breeze overhead. He had no idea how long it had grown quiet, so deep had been his
meditation. He began to wonder if the boy had left him alone in the wilderness. Without opening
his eyes, he stretched out with his feelings as once his Kung Fu Master taught him long ago. But
it had been a long time since Mac had practiced at sensitivity in that way. Nevertheless, he did
feel the boy's presence to his right. Then he wondered if he had only imagined it. "No!" The
boy shouted, causing Mac's eyes to flash open. Once he had his attention, he continued, "All
that good meditation, once you got into it, which took long enough, then you ruin it all with that
crushing doubt at the end." Mac took a deep calming breath and said, "My old Master said it



is not good to come out of a meditation too quickly." Merlin laughed, "He was wise, but I am
going to anchor every vice and weakness in you to such unpleasantness that you will flee from
them as from death itself. Either doubt will become more unpleasant to you than fire or fire will
surely catch you and bring us both to an untimely end." "That makes sense, but I am not
looking forward to the process." "If the process were something pleasant that you might look
forward to, then it would be a waste of our time. You acquire physical strength only by
overcoming resistance over a long period of time. So how is it that people think they might
somehow acquire spiritual strength in the form of virtues without overcoming resistance over a
long period of time? Nothing of value comes easy, and nothing is of greater value than
virtue." "Can't you just make a person strong with your magic? Aren't you the greatest
magician of all time?" "There is no such thing as magic. There is only the Way or a stumbling
life without the Way. The whole idea of ‘magic' is a distraction constructed by the forces of hell to
mislead the foolish and the lazy. It is a distraction nearly as simple as the distraction that kept
you from seeing this." The boy gestured toward the ground right in front of Mac. There lay a
feast he could not have imagined possible, however odd it might be to the eyes of a city-dweller
like him. It had been right there in front of him; yet he had not seen it while Merlin talked to him.
There were steaming mushrooms and vegetables on shingles of wood. Those and the eggs he
easily recognized. The rest of it could not have been more foreign to his eyes, but the smell was
more delicious than he could have hoped. "How did you do this?" "I had help," Merlin said.
"Some friends brought the cups. Everything else came from these woods and nearby fields."
With a grand gesture toward the neatly arranged feast, he said, "Shall we?" After the strange
breakfast Mac said, "I have to admit that this was the best meal I have ever had, despite the lack
of meat." "Lack? It lacked nothing." Mac smiled and said, "Boy, you're like a stubborn old
man." "I am an old man." "So what do we do now?" "Move farther away from the
city." "But I would like to know for sure if my house burned or not." "It burned." "How do
you know for sure? I would like to see it with my own eyes." Merlin stood still for a moment,
then said, "It's gone, Mac. Your neighbor who wears the red cap is looking at the foundations
and blackened, smoking rubble right now. His Labrador Retriever is sitting there next to him. It
wants to be fed, but he is staring in shock at the ruins. He says he hopes you were not in
there." "Are you sure? I mean how can you…" "It's toasted, Mac. Is that how you
Americans put it? Toasted?" "Yeah, but not… Well, we wouldn't say it so coldly about a
friend's house that just got burned down. Do you realize that all I own now is…" "The clothes
on your back. Or so you might think, Alistair MacArthur, but you have so much more than that.
You have knowledge, and knowledge means money and money means power. That is the
normal way of man, but the knowledge you are about to gain is far greater than any other man on
earth could hope to fathom." He stared at Mac for a bit, then said, "You are still doubting
me." Mac said, "Well seriously! What should you expect? This is all so ridiculous." The
boy closed his eyes for a bit, then opened them and said, "Emrysse says you are a fool of a man.
She says you will never do." "You're a little boy," Mac said. "I don't know how you have done



these weird things, but I just can't believe you are the great Merlin the Magician of legend. I won't
believe it. It's too much to ask." The boy sighed and said, "Then I will not ask. I will make you
know the truth, but it will nearly kill me and I hope you will take care of me then; for if you do not,
your world will be hard beset by dragon, lich, goblin and witch, darkness and flame to the utter
demise of all you hold dear." "Oh, please! Come on. That's ridiculous!" The boy stepped
back a few paces and raised his arms, crying out in a loud voice, "It is time… to… believe!" In
the next instant, lightning thundered down from the clear blue sky in a steady series of eight
bolts in a wide circle around them, leaving Mac's ears in pain and ringing. Merlin turned to face a
huge Ponderosa pine with his arms still outstretched. His clothes transformed to long gray robes,
and a great gnarled staff appeared in his right hand. It was at the appearance of the staff that the
boy turned to face Mac as an old man with a long white beard and a fiery power in his steel blue
eyes. "Foolish boy!" he thundered at him, while tucking his long beard into his wide bejeweled
belt, "It is time to set aside your worldly disbelief!" Pointing his staff at the largest Ponderosa
Pine near them, he shouted a foreign word, and the tree was instantly stripped of its branches
and bark. Mac dropped to his knees and put his palms over his ears at the terrible sound. The
old Magician shouted something and the tree shot up into the sky like an arrow from a bow. Mac
stared up at it until it was a mere dot in the heavens. He turned his eyes again to Merlin, who
stood staring at him with a great king on his left and a knight in brilliant silver armor on his right.
After genuflecting to the king, the knight strode over to Mac and jerked him up to his feet. He
growled something foreign as he shook him by his shoulders, then returned to Merlin's side. An
instant later, the tree thundered, top first, into the ground between Mac and Merlin, heaving dirt,
rock and Mac up into the air. Landing on his back, Mac scrambled to his feet struggling to
breathe. He ran to Merlin's side as the old man transformed back into the little boy he had failed
to believe. With a sad look on his face, and blood already beginning to seep from his eyes, nose
and mouth, the boy collapsed into Mac's arms. "I am so sorry, Merlin! I will never fail to
believe in you again. I promise." He lay the boy on his back and smoothed back his
hair. Barely above a whisper, Merlin said, "Time has unmade me for such things." He heaved
a little sigh and then relaxed completely. Mac checked the boy's pulse. It was as weak and
shallow as his breathing. "What am I to do now?" he said. "I'm no doctor." A falcon landed
just then near the boy and hissed at Mac as if scolding him. The bird, which looked a bit like a
peregrine, puffed up its feathers as if cold, then dipped its head three times toward the
boy. Mac understood as clearly as if it had spoken to him, and covered the boy with his
jacket. He took off his own shirt and rolled some dry leaves into it to make a pillow. His
undershirt, he tore into pieces to blot the blood from Merlin's face. The falcon flew off, and, when
the bleeding finally stopped, Mac sat back and watched the boy for any sign of change in his
condition. Watchful as he was, he could not keep himself from frequently looking back at the
giant tree stuck halfway into the ground. In about an hour's time, the falcon returned with a
few leaves in its beak. It stared into Mac's eyes for a bit, then set the leaves on Merlin's lips.
Spreading its wings and raising one talon, the bird rapidly opened and closed its claws as if



crushing something. "Understood," Mac said, picking up the leaves and grinding them to a
pulp in the palm of his left hand with the thumb and first two fingers of his right. The smell of the
leaves made him a little light-headed, but he opened Merlin's mouth and placed them beneath
his tongue so he would not choke on them in his unconscious state. Sitting back to wait, Mac
looked at the green juice and bits of leaf on his index finger. He sniffed at it and said, "Whew!
Powerful stuff! What is it? What does it do?" Deciding to just take the tiniest touch of it to find out,
he stuck out his tongue and raised his finger toward his mouth. Quicker than he could have
believed, the falcon flashed past him, grabbing his wrist and jerking it away from his face. How it
did that without tearing his flesh with its needle talons, he could not guess, but he understood
the gesture. "Okay," he said, nodding. "I get the picture. Thanks for the warning." The boy
began to breathe more rapidly and deeply. Mac checked his pulse and found it returning to a
strong healthy rhythm. He heaved a sigh of relief and sat back in the forest litter, scraping the
remains of the green juice and pulp off his hands with a wad of feathery moss. "I assume you
are Emrysse," he said to the bird. The creature blinked at him as if it didn't understand, then
flew up into the trees and disappeared, though he was quite sure it continued to watch
them.Back to Table of ContentsChapter 4Merlin woke up sooner than Mac would have
expected. He sat up and said, "There now, that's a headache to the glory of all
headaches." Mac stood up and bowed, saying, "Please forgive my disbelief, Master
Merlin." Merlin coughed, wiped a bit of blood from his mouth and said, "This is an age of
astounding shallowness, my apprentice. One could not be surprised at your disbelief,
disappointing as it is." He coughed again, groaned and then said, "Ach! What I would give for a
goodly Scotch an' water right now." Mac laughed and then stopped himself. "I'm sorry, Merlin,
but you look like a little boy. The image of you sitting there enjoying a Scotch and water is a bit of
a strange one." "An' me pipe, if ye please, laddie!" Mac laughed, then looked over his
shoulder at the half-buried tree. He walked over to it and patted it with both his hands, saying,
"This, sir, is no illusion!" Merlin furrowed his brow and said, "And you expected that it could
have been?" "Oh, no. Not this, Merlin. But most of the other stuff… well, I thought most of it
could have been some sort of mind tricks. But this! Man, what you could do in battle! I would
hate to be your enemy." Merlin cleared his throat and said, "I cannot kill." "What? With all
that incredible power?" "I cannot. Even seeing such a thing devastates me. I cannot look at
sin or any kind of malice. I cannot hear it in the spoken word without it disrupting my being. Not
that or any kind of worldly lameness of thought or speech. It blinds me more than I already am. It
crushes my spirit and takes my power. So you see why I need a Guardian who can fight and be
clever enough to guard me from such evil things, Mac." "But how could that be? You are a
man, aren't you?" Merlin let out a quiet laugh and sounded very old and very sad. He looked
off into the distance and said, "I think I was once a man, but that was before Carkharinath and
her fiery death. There were men there; brave knights. I could see into the goodness of their
hearts and what they felt for me. One of them called out to me by a name. He shouted, ‘Lord
Cadeyrn! You live!' An instant later the flames of dying Carkharinath swept him away, and the



minions of hell swarmed over the place to slaughter every man of good will. That brave knight
who called out my old human name was my only chance to find out who I was. I fled in haste
from that wicked place and time. By the time I returned, not a man, woman or child remained
with which to speak a word." Merlin shook his head and said. "To this day I do not know who I am
or exactly how I came to be. But I knew what I was and beheld my purpose from the instant of my
birth. That was in the year, by your reckoning… let me see… I forget more and more as time
shrinks on. It was… I believe it was in the human year of our Lord 541, in the region referred to
as Angus." "Well… so you're saying you're not human?" "Human beings are born of
women, not of dragons, my apprentice. And you are born as infants, not as thousand-year-old
men of my singular nature." "Well… ah… but I…" Merlin leaned forward and widened his
steel blue eyes, "Do you doubt my word, young man?" "No, sir. But I am going to ask you a
question, not out of doubt, but out of natural wonder. Okay?" Merlin seemed to relax and
said, "Very well." "Why are there no dragon bones, or teeth or artifacts. I mean, there is
evidence of dinosaurs and they are much older than the sixth century A.D." Merlin laughed,
"Dinosaurs are natural creatures. Dragons and their like are the denizens of hell. In fire they were
spawned and through fire do they return to the infernal abyss. Any mortal man who kills a dragon
is unlikely to escape the conflagration of its death throes, wherein its body is consumed to the
tiniest speck of marrow. The dragon Carkharinath died by giving birth to me. And with my birth
died all dragons in this world. And with the dragons every lich, goblin and unnatural monster was
burned and banished to hell." Mac walked over to the tree and patted its very substantial
bare trunk with his hand. Looking over his shoulder to Merlin, he said, "How could something so
evil give birth to you, who cannot even look at evil?" Merlin shrugged, "I have no
idea." Mac started to speak, then stopped, shook his head and shrugged, saying,
"Okay." Merlin laughed again and said, "Did you think I know everything?" "I was
beginning to suspect it, sir." "Well, let us hope I still know just enough to help you survive to
my end." He held out his left arm and the falcon swooped down to land on it an instant
later. "What's with that peregrine? It brought me the leaves that revived you. I mean, is it
yours more than those elk were? There seems to be some sort of relationship that…" Merlin
laughed and said, "She's a Merlin Falcon. Peregrine Falcons are from America. Alistair
MacArthur, I present Emrysse the Immortal. Emrysse honey, what do you think, now, of my latest
Guardian, Mac?" For a moment, Mac thought the bird frowned at him. "She came with
you from England?" "About thirty years ago. My beloved Britannia is overrun with the minions
of hell. I couldn't keep a Guardian alive long enough to train him to be of any value to the
cause." Mac's jaw dropped open. "What? Couldn't keep them alive?" Emrysse let out a
piercing cry and Merlin said, "Yes my dear, I hear you." Turning to Mac he said, "We have to
move, and quickly, or you will find out how and why my valiant British Guardians kept dying so
soon." Two large elk bounded into the tiny clearing at that moment, and Emrysse took to the
sky. Swinging onto the smaller elk's back with the assistance of its antlers, Merlin shouted, "On!"
and burst forward into the thick of the forest on his mount. The larger bull lowered its antlers



for Mac and swung him onto its back as soon as he took hold. Bounding off after Merlin, it was
all Mac could do to stay mounted, and once again, dug his fingers into its mane and gripped its
heaving sides with his legs. Only as his mount began to catch up with Merlin's, did Mac begin to
hear the whine of the off-road vehicles behind them. He shouted to Merlin, "Can they catch
us?" Merlin laughed, "Not a chance!" and patted the neck of his bounding steed. After
about two hours at a galloping pace Merlin slowed their rides to a brisk walk. All sound of their
pursuers' engines had long been lost back in the lower hills. Mac leaned back and said, "My
nuts are smashed all to hell." Merlin groaned and twitched as if he had been punched in the
gut. "Young man, the crudity of your language is like a poke in the eye to me! You've got to refrain
from foulness and filth. Besides, if you hadn't been leaning forward like a coward, your testicles
would not have taken such a pounding." "A coward!" "Yes. You were leaning forward and
moaning nearly the whole time because you were afraid of falling off. Your steed complained to
me of it the whole way." Mac looked at his mount and said, "What?" "You see?" Merlin
said, "Even they don't like it. Do you boys?" Both Elk let out a grunt. "Oh, for crying out
loud. Now I'm berated by smelly animals." "Did I not tell you to clear your mind of all doubts,
fears, sarcasm and filth? Such things are not of the Way. Even these stags do not like such
weaknesses. You have to leave the fallen world and its failed ways behind you." Mac looked
into the dark forest behind him and said, "My world is way behind us now." "It is not," Merlin
insisted, "You are dragging it along with you. But that will stop soon, if not presently. Dismount."
He jumped from his stag and stood with his feet apart and his fists on his hips. Mac dropped
from his steed before it had quite stopped, stumbled and dove into the twigs and decaying pine
needles. Standing and brushing himself off, he laughed and said, "A saddle and stirrups would
be helpful." "They would, but these fine stags would never permit them. Now I want you to
think back to your Kung Fu training. Did your master not have you punch and kick canvass bags
to strengthen your strikes?" "He had us punch pearls." "What nonsense is this?" Merlin
said. He held up his index finger and thumb to illustrate the size of an average pearl.
"Pearls?" Mac held his palms up about a foot and a half apart. "Dragon's pearls, Master.
There is nothing better to gain accuracy and power in one's punches, especially
power." "What rubbish! Dragons are utterly evil monsters. It is foolishness to associate one's
mind with evil." Mac shook his head, "I know, sir, but we studied a system based upon the
Chinese mythology of benevolent dragons." He shrugged and raised his hands palm up. "It just
is what it is, Merlin." "Well I do not approve." "I'm sorry. There's nothing I can do about
that. We punched what were called dragon's pearls. They were specially made spheres of
particular weight and density to give us deadly punches that other martial artists could only
dream of. And they did that very well, indeed." Merlin sighed and said, "What are we going to
do with this one, Emrysse?" A piercing screech rang out above and Merlin continued. "Well
imagine punching at your," he squinted at Mac, "lizard's pearls. Go back in time with your mind's
eye and see yourself punching them, but only at some time after you became expert at it.
Remember how it felt to your fist and to your arm. Follow that feeling into your body and, most



importantly, remember how it felt to your spirit. The pearls were just what they were and you were
just what you were. You were used to them and they had become like a part of you. This, as you
must recognize, is a state of being without fear, without struggle, without doubt and without filth.
True?" Mac nodded. "True, sir." Merlin continued, "And it was hard work through the years
that brought you to that perfected state of oneness with those pearls and with your punches and
kicks." "We didn't kick them much. They were mostly for punching." "Must you
demonstrate the temerity to interrupt me, young man!" "No, sir," Mac said, meaning it, but still
struggling with what his eyes told him was a teenage boy rather than a centuries-old
man. Merlin took a deep breath and let it out slowly, then continued, "We are too short of time
to waste a bit of it in useless argumentation." Mac bowed his head, saying, "Understood,
sir." "You do not understand how short the time is or how dire the situation, my apprentice. If
they kill me before my natural end, and that is just what they have set out to do, your world will be
engulfed in evil unimaginable! Nothing that is good or clean will survive the ensuing darkness."
Merlin rubbed his face with both hands, murmuring through them, "Now where were
we?" "You were having me remember the unity and cleanliness of perfected punches on the
pearls." Merlin looked up at Mac and dropped his hands. "Well put. See? You have the words
of the Way, but do not even understand what you are saying; not fully anyway. But you must
come to understand and to embrace that understanding with every dimension of your being.
There must be no taint of doubt, fear, sarcasm or filth in you. Not ever. Not for an instant. Not in
any way or for any reason." He stared at Mac for a bit, then said, "No wonder you are the one.
You have lived a life of dancing all around the perfect Way, but without realizing it or taking full
hold of it." "How did you know I was the one, anyway, Merlin? I mean, we never met before
you tapped my shoulder in Gregg's Place, and you were already sure of it, weren't you?" "I
know a Guardian when I see one. And I have seen four-hundred-thirty of them before you." He
coughed and added, "Besides, your neighbor's dog told me about you." Mac shook his head
and said, "So this is what I have come to; laughed at by elk, scolded by a falcon and chosen by a
dog." Merlin laughed and said, "Rather unglamourous, to be sure, but there you are. And all
the better for that, as pride would knock you off the Way faster than could the minions of
hell." Mac nodded with a crooked smile and said, "You're sounding more and more like my
old Master." Merlin said, "More and more, and so much more than that, young man. So shall
we begin your training in earnest? You will find it more difficult, more painful and more fulfilling
than any training you have ever undergone." "Yes," Mac said, and in that instant, a powerful
desire for the Way swept over him.Back to Table of ContentsChapter 5After nearly a week of
training in Merlin's Way, and moving a bit farther into the mountain wilderness each day, Mac
began to think Merlin knew more about physical fighting than he did. At the end of one session of
combining Merlin's mental and spiritual elements of perfection into Mac's old Kung Fu forms, he
sat down on a fallen log sweaty and panting, and said, "All right, Merlin. My fighting forms have
improved more in the last few days than they have in the last few years, but I want to know if I will
ever be able to do some of the things you do with your mind." Merlin laughed and said, "With



my mind? You should know better than to ask in that way." "I know, sir," Mac corrected, "It's a
whole being thing you are teaching, but I was trying to differentiate the things you do from the
physical fighting forms of Kung Fu." Merlin shook his head with widened eyes and leaned
forward, saying, "How, after all my harping on the wholeness of unity and personal perfection
could you think that the Kung Fu movements were ever intended to be purely physical? What
would your old master say to that, young Mac?" "He'd probably smack me one. But that, sir,
is not what I meant. You forbid me to apply the word ‘magic' to what you do, yet you call yourself
Merlin the Magician. And, at any rate, I want to be able to… Man! What you did with that tree
down there! It's just…" Merlin's shoulders slumped as he said, "A cheap show. That's
all." "But it was real!" "Yes, it was real, and a lamentable waste of energy and of a good
tree, but that it knocked a little of that senseless doubt out of your wooden head. You want to be
Merlin the Magician, my apprentice, but that is not what you are here for. My birth destroyed the
gates to hell and banished its unnatural denizens from the earth. The minions of hell have always
known this and have been struggling for more than a thousand years to kill me before my natural
end, to which I know I must come if the dragons and their ilk are to remain banished." He looked
far off and paused, then added just above a whisper, "The shrinking of time accelerates and my
end approaches with increasing rapidity, but what that end will be even I cannot foretell." He
coughed and said aloud, "As to ‘Merlin the Magician' I call myself by that title because that is
how I am best known, but it was always a misnomer, as you must understand by now." "Yes,
sir. But I still have to be within reach to strike down an enemy. You could be miles away and
still…" "And still not be able to strike down an enemy. My way is absolute perfection, son;
yours only requires near perfection. I cannot kill, as I have already explained. Were I to
intentionally kill a man, good or evil, my nature would be corrupted and the dark gates would
open up to the ruin of all." "But what if you were to just happen to do something with the
weather that might happen to kill a bunch of bad guys that happened to be in the area?" Mac
looked at Merlin's face and added with a sheepish grin, "Just, you know, totally by
accident?" With impatience lowering his voice, Merlin said, "Even if I could, were I to try to lie
to my own self…" "Yes, Master, we would all be screwed." Merlin nearly doubled over,
saying, "Ach! And there is the foulness of speech again! Whose side are you on, laddie?" "I
am sorry, sir. Old habits are hard to break. But still I don't understand why such a little thing hurts
you so." Merlin straightened up and took a couple of deep breaths, finally able to say,
"Because you do not understand that foulness, filth and sin are not little things at all. You are a
creature of broken nature and used to wallowing in filth without even knowing it. I am not like that.
I am a creature of nature, much like my friends among the trees of this forest. The difference
between the simple creature and Merlin, is that they cannot sin and cannot know what sin is. I
must not sin and cannot look at it, but, unlike them, I do know what it is. Have you ever taken a
punch that stole your ability to breathe?" "Yes." "Even to hear of an evil act is like that to
me. It gut punches and dazes this old man. And it blinds me, because the birds and beasts
cannot see it. Nor can I see well at all through the eyes of man, because their thoughts are so



often filled with the profane." "Woah, woah, woah, wait, wait a minute. Are you saying you are
really blind? I thought you were just being figurative. You can't see at all?" Merlin raised his
chin a notch and said, "I see far more than you do, young man. When conditions are right, I have
a thousand eyes, to your two." He turned his back to Mac and said, "Hold up a number of
fingers." Mac laughed and said, "Well, how do I know you wouldn't just know the number by
some sort of magic?" Merlin turned his head very slowly to frown at his young
apprentice. Mac put his hands up in apology, "All right, all right, sir. I'm sorry about
that." Merlin turned his head away and shook it ever so slightly. Mac held up seven
fingers, and a thought struck him even before Merlin called out, "Seven." He scanned the
trees around him and saw several birds and three squirrels perched in the trees watching him
with an eerie intensity and stillness. Putting a hand behind his back, he raised three
fingers. "Three," Merlin said, "and you think I have more functional eyes in the back of my
head?" The boy turned to face Mac and pointed to his eyes, saying, "Since my very birth, these
are only for… decoration, one might say, and, of course, to direct the proper expressions at
those in need." To emphasize his point, he leaned forward and glared at Mac as if he were a
foolish boy. "My God!" Mac said, "I had no idea!" Merlin closed his eyes and grimaced,
"Are you praying, or just taking His name in vain?" Mac cleared his throat and said, "I'm, ah…
just calling out to Him in wonder." Merlin rubbed his face with both hands and said, "By small
percentage, that, young man. But do you think you can fool Him? You couldn't fool me once in a
thousand tries, and the Lord of Creation not ever." He let his hands drop, then shook a fist at
Mac, saying, "You will learn to control that wayward tongue." "Yes, sir." "From now on, and
until further notice, you will count to ten before responding in thought or word to anything you
see or hear. Do you understand?" Mac started to open his mouth to say yes, then waited a
ten count and said, "Yes, sir. I think that will help." Merlin gave an indignant look and said, "Of
course it will. It came from me, and I…" The wizard lowered his head and raised his hands palm
up with outstretched fingers and froze. "What is it?"Mac said, the hairs raising on the back of
his neck. "We've been found." Merlin said. "And so far out here!" Without dropping his hands,
he looked up at Mac and said, "Your training is too incomplete for this, and we have no steeds
near enough to make an escape." "What should we do then, Merlin?" Merlin dropped his
hands and looked around for a while, finally saying, "I shall hide us as best I can, but my powers
for that sort of thing are nearly gone. Back yourself to a large tree and, no matter what happens,
keep your breathing regular. Do not try to silence it, just keep it normal. Do you
understand?" Mac waited a moment, then nodded and backed to a tree, wrapping his arms
slightly around it to the rear and rubbing his palms against its rough bark. Merlin did
something similar, and began whispering something foreign. In time, his form melded into the
tree, looking like nothing more than knotted wood. If Mac had not seen him back into the tree,
he would never have known he was there if he camped right in front of him for a month. He
looked down at his own body and, after counting to ten, said, "How come I'm not
hidden?" Merlin's lumpy tree shook its gnarly head and growled, "Ye can't hide from yerself,



laddie! Now be still!" Mac concentrated on his breathing and on being one with the tree. He
imagined his skin as bark and his organs as sapwood. Old biology lessons of heartwood,
cambium and the compartmentalization of disease in living tree tissue came to his mind and
suddenly made more sense than they ever had before. After a while, he thought he could
understand what it was to be a tree. He could even feel it down to the core of his being. It was the
most fantastic learning experience he had ever known. Then he began to wonder if that was the
purpose of the whole experience. Perhaps no enemies were approaching, but Merlin had just
wanted to teach him more about nature and about oneness with it. Perhaps he might learn to
accomplish some of Merlin's awesome magic after all. He glanced at Merlin's tree, and though
he could see no such thing, felt it was squinting and frowning at him. He sighed at his own
stupidity. An instant later, a large green mantis landed on his nose and shook its head at
him. After a count of ten, Mac imagined saying, "understood." The mantis flew
off. Many birds and squirrels remained in the trees, silent, still and watchful in all directions. A
whitetail doe crept into the tiny clearing with two nearly-grown fawns. They picked at some
bushes, but seemed more interested in listening and watching, than in browsing. In time, the doe
and her fawns snapped to alert with their tails up and heads raised to stare off to Mac's
left. Fighting the urge to silence his breath, Mac held it steady and concentrated on oneness
with the tree. Suddenly the three deer leaped to a panic and dashed to and fro before bolting
off into the trees to Mac's right. It seemed an odd thing to Mac's eyes, as if they had been trying
to gain a watcher's attention before fleeing. That wasn't natural, he thought. If Merlin caused
them to do that, then the enemy must have eyes on this area already. Just then, a movement
to his right, and just inches away caught his attention. A man with short red hair and a stubble
beard stood close enough that he had to be able to hear Mac's breathing. The old wizard had
ordered him not to silence it, but to keep it steady. Easier said than done! Mac thought, with his
heart racing, but he did manage to keep his breaths calm and steady, difficult as it was. The
man squatted down without a sound and leaned right against Mac's right knee. It was all he
could do to keep from jumping at the first touch. The man leaning against Mac gave a signal with
his hand and four more men stepped into the clearing. Though on guard, they had given up on
stealth. The man with red hair pushed off of Mac and stood up, then slowly turned around
and looked directly at his face with a puzzled look. He blinked a couple of times, squinted and
turned to his friends, saying, "They were here." Something seemed so odd about the man's
face that it made Mac a little sick to his stomach. Or could it just be nerves? No. There's
something odd; something below the surface of consciousness and physical
observation. The smallest of the five men said, "I have the sound." "Loud or quiet?" the
red-haired man said. "Loud. Very loud!" "Then they are still here," red hair said. "Take the
Scourge first. We can deal with his Guardian after that." In a growl that betrayed more fear than
he probably wanted it to, he added, "And be careful!" The red-haired man stood and
supervised as two of the other four drew pistols and began probing through the forest litter and
brush with their feet. The other two drew short Arabian scimitars from their baggy jackets and



began poking at the trunks of every nearby tree. The leader looked up into the trees and slowly
circled three times before returning his gaze to his subordinates' methodical search. It was when
the leader's shoulders suddenly stiffened, that Mac knew trouble was about to start. The man
slowly turned toward Mac and reached out his left hand with fingers outstretched. A tattoo of a
red dragon in a pentagram covered most of his palm, but that is not what caught Mac's attention
and widened his barky eyes. It was the man's face, or, what was beneath his face. It was as if
the man wore a mask beneath his translucent skin; a mask of such horrifying darkness and
insane rage that it was all Mac could do to keep from shouting out in shock and horror. He began
to lose the grip on his steady breathing. Knowing it would only degenerate from there, he
decided to take action, just as the man drew a Janbiya, a curved Arabian dagger, from his belt,
and took a couple of quick steps toward Mac's tree.Back to Table of ContentsChapter 6As much
as Mac wished it was all a nightmare from which he could safely wake up, he knew he had to
make his every move count or he and the boy called Merlin would die. He had been
outnumbered in bar fights before, but never against armed opponents who were out to kill him.
As he sprang off the tree, the leader with the diabolical visage beneath his skin crouched to
meet him with weapon at the ready. The man began to shout to his comrades, but Mac
landed on his left foot and shot an eagle thrust kick into the man's solar plexus before his first
word could become anything more than a pained grunt. The man flew backward off his feet, and
the two with guns swung their weapons toward Mac. By the handling of their weapons, it was
obvious they were well-practiced and not about to miss at this range. They were close, but not
close enough for Mac's Kung Fu to reach them before they could pull the triggers. The taller of
them gritted his teeth and raised the weapon to aim at Mac's head. Just as his eyes widened
and his shoulders tightened in anticipation of the recoil, Mac twisted his torso to the left and
shifted his weight to his right foot. The shot rang out and sent birds to wing, but the bullet
clicked past Mac, a mere inch or two from his head. The second man's eyes lit up and his arm
began to tighten in a wave going down toward his trigger finger just as Mac bent his torso down
over his right leg. That bullet smacked into the tree just over his back. He instantly sprang off his
right foot toward the second shooter just as the first took another shot. A searing hot pain stung
Mac's ribs just above his right kidney. An instant later he smashed his right fist into the skull of
the second shooter so hard that it felt as if the muscles would shake loose from the bones of his
arm. The man was probably dead before his head snapped back. His body followed in an arc as
he let go of his gun and it seemed to be suspended in the air. Mac continued his forward motion,
snatching the gun in both hands and then skidding to a fighting horse stance and pumping three
rounds into the first shooter, and another into the leader's head just as he scrambled to his
feet. He spun and slammed a slug into one of the swordsmen, who instantly fell like a sack of
grain. In the next heartbeat he aimed at the second swordsman's head and clicked the revolver's
firing pin into a spent cartridge. The man flashed a raging smile through gritted teeth and
sprang at Mac. This man, too, was well practiced in the use of his weapon. But the sword was a
weapon Mac had taught for years under the guidance of his master, and he recognized too



much intention on the raging man's face. It was the mistake of a trained novice. The man wanted
Mac's head; both his eyes and the rise of his right shoulder showed it as he brought his weapon
back to his right. Mac rushed him and slid under the blow not a split-second too soon, kicking
the man's knee into hyper-extension and taking his sword wrist in his right hand to prevent a
return swing. Reaching around the man's back with his left hand, he took hold of his chin and
instantly jerked backward with both his hands, snapping the man's neck like a dry twig. His limp
form falling to the dried leaves and twigs was the last sound of the fight. Mac quickly scanned
the shadows of the trees for more enemies, then fell to his knees and breathed a sigh of
relief. Merlin stumbled loose of the tree and fell to his knees shaking and gasping. "I haven't
been that close to a Primary Minion in nearly a century." Mac pointed at the red-haired
leader, saying, "Is that was that was; a Primary Minion? Is that what you call it? What the… What
was it?" Merlin dropped to his hands and knees, apparently unable to speak. Mac said,
"Are there others nearby or was that all of them?" Merlin shook his head. Mac said, "I
have never killed a man before this. It happened faster and easier than I thought it could, but I
don't like it. I got the shakes something serious." Merlin managed to gasp out, "Not human…
only three men." "What do you mean not human? I thought you said all monsters were
banished when you were born." "All… unnatural monsters… but that… those two were men
once." Mac walked to the leader and bent down to examine the grimacing death face. No
sign of the hideous inner mask remained. Then the face began to quickly whither and discolor.
Sulphurous smoke rose from the man's nose and mouth as Mac scampered backward. Then the
man burst into flame as did one of the others. "Good grief!" he shouted. "What's
happening?" "Returning to hell," Merlin said as if utterly devoid of strength. "Returning?
You mean that guy actually came from hell? What was he?" Merlin sat back and leaned
against the tree in which he had once hidden himself, shaking his head, "His spirit returns. His
body is from here." The fire began to spread into the dry leaves, but Mac stomped and kicked
them out, saying, "Well the body's going, too, it seems. Ugh! That stinks!" Merlin let himself
fall over and said, "I'll have to sleep a bit and renew my energy." Mac shook his head and
said, "Not here, you won't. Not in this bloody stinking mess." He picked the boy up and stalked
off through the woods to a darker and cleaner spot about fifty yards away. Merlin drifted off to
sleep long before he got there, so he lay him down as gently as he could, and rolled up his own
jacket for a pillow. Sitting down and staring at the boy, he said, "I could have become guardian to
a couple hundred troubled foster children instead. It would have been easier." He glanced back
in the direction of the carnage hidden in the wood, adding, "And probably safer." To get rid of
his shakes, he tried to clear his mind of doubt, fear, sarcasm and filth, but his spirit was too far
thrown to chaos so soon after the deadly and bizarre encounter. He could do little more than
wonder what would have happened if he had lost. It wasn't that he feared for his own death so
much, but what of his parents and younger brother? What would happen to them if the world
became engulfed in evil, darkness and flame… and monsters, as Merlin said it would? A mere
week ago and Mac would have split a gut laughing at the idea. He stared at Merlin and said,



"You sure spun my world on a new axis, old boy." He thought about that for a bit, then said, "Well,
I guess it was always that way. I just didn't know. Hell. Nobody knows." Merlin groaned, and
stirred a bit from his sleep, murmuring, "I heard that." "Sorry, Merlin. Are you done
resting?" He answered with a nearly inaudible, "No." "Then get your sleep, sir. I'll try to
meditate." Merlin mumbled something Mac could not understand, but it sounded rather
doubtful. After thinking for a while, Mac said, "Yes, Master Yoda. I understand. There is no try.
There is only do or do not." He laughed, then a weariness overtook him and he fell over and
joined the ancient wizard in a long and much needed sleep.Mac awoke to the most ridiculous
snoring imaginable. His eyes opened no more than a crack. Everything was dark. It must be
midnight, he thought, but as focus returned to his eyes, he saw that the darkness in front of him
was black fur. And that fur came with a swanky smell. He sniffed, and found the fur was close
enough to tickle his nose. His eyes widened and he gritted his teeth, holding his breath and
slowly lifting his head from the forest floor. A huge black bear was curled up in front of him as if
they had been spooning. "Good God have mercy!" he whispered before he could even think, let
alone count to ten. Merlin laughed behind him and said, "I know the difference between
prayer and foolish exclamations, Mac, so you needn't worry about that one." He walked over and
patted the sleeping bear to consciousness and said, "You can go now, bera freond. My Guardian
is nervous, but not to worry, I will train him out of such irrational fears and weakness." "You
know," Mac said, "nobody who knows me would call me a coward, but this week has been a
lifetime of things any intelligent man would fear." Merlin smiled and said, "So you think now,
Mac, but your vision of the world is about to change." Several sarcastic statements came to
his mind, but he banished them with a silent count of ten, then decided to say nothing. Merlin
laughed and said, "When one's words are not better than silence…" "One should remain
silent," Mac finished for him. "Now you really sound like my old master. That was one of his
favorite sayings." Merlin stared at him for a moment, then said, "He didn't teach you to dodge
bullets, did he?" "No, sir. He didn't. It just… happened. Well, I didn't dodge the bullets. I
dodged the aim without thinking. Had they been poor shots, their miss could have been my
death." Merlin forced an obvious cough and said, "And you suppose it had nothing to do with
my training you in the sensitivities of the Way?" He shook his head at his apprentice, then said,
"But your dodging wasn't exactly perfect, was it?" "Oh, yeah!" Mac exclaimed. His hand shot
back to his right side and he winced in pain, saying, "Dammmmmmmmp it is right here! But I
guess it just skinned me a bit." Merlin closed his eyes and shook his head with a sour
look. Mac said, "I'm just a beginner at all this perfect Way stuff, Merlin. You are asking a
lot." "The world needs everything you've got, Mac. That and more. We don't have time for
slow training. You have been thinking about your parents and your brother lately. That's well and
good. I want you to think of protecting them and the many innocent people of this world rather
than whining about your discomforts and difficulties." Mac's shoulders slumped, "Have I
actually whined?" "No, but I have to use the words of great impact so that you will learn fast."
He added a few foreign words and Mac instantly forgot the wizard's explanation for his harsh



way of teaching. In fact, he entirely forgot what they had been talking about and thought Merlin
had asked him a question. Mac shook his dizzy head and said, "The bruises where Lancelot
grabbed my shoulders and shook me? Oh, yes, they are still there, but I hardly feel them." He
shrugged and added, "At any rate, they sometimes make me more aware of my movements and
I'm grateful for that. Even pain, minor as it is, can be of great use." Merlin flashed an
approving smile and nodded his head. "You are learning very quickly, my apprentice, but not
quickly enough for our needs. I normally wouldn't do this so soon with an apprentice Guardian,
but your prior training in meditation gives you a jump on the Way to perfection. Sit down in front
of me and we will do a melditation." Mac sat down, remembered to wait a ten-count and said,
"Now that's one I have never heard of." Merlin said, "Since nobody on earth does it, no
language on earth has a word for it. Therefore it is mine to name, and in my beloved English
tongue, I name it melditation; for it is an experience that combines the rapidly transforming
power of meditation with the even more powerful melding of mind and spirit that only I can
accomplish with a man." He sat down cross-legged in front of Mac and said, "Match my body
with yours. Do it to the most perfect exactness you can achieve." When he was finally satisfied
with Mac's fine adjustments, he said, "Now gently curl the tips of your left thumb and second and
third fingers together. Do the same with your right hand, but interlocked with those of your left.
This will increase and unify your presence and perception. Do you understand the importance of
this?" Mac shook his head. Merlin sighed and said, "If one is not present, then he is not
there to perceive. And if one does not perceive, then he is not fully present, is he?" "No, sir,"
Mac said. "I had never thought of it that way before, but it does make perfect sense. In fact it
makes so much sense that I am ashamed that I didn't already know it." Merlin smiled and
said, "That is because the handform is already affecting the unity and perfection of your being.
Both presence and perception are arising to the forefront in you. Now stare at my face until my
expression and yours are indistinguishable. Pick one spot on my face and do not move your
eyes. Blink as little as you can. Some time after my image begins to jump, I will change in both
color and texture. Your eyes will then grow very tired as your interest increases. You may then
close your eyes. Soon thereafter, you will not be able to tell if your fingers are still touching. Rest
assured; they will be. But do not move them to check, or you will disrupt the melditation before
we even get to the Sanctuary. Now… you are interested in the thought of the Sanctuary, as is
natural. Let your mind drift to that exploration while you do as I have directed you, and I will see
you on the other side."Back to Table of ContentsChapter 7Everything went as Merlin had said it
would. Mac wondered for a moment if it had only gone that way because Merlin suggested it, or
if Merlin only told him how it would go because he knew how it would. Or could it have been a
combination of the two? Either way, it was happening and Mac was plummeting down into the
trance at an astounding rate. Eventually, he lost all consciousness, then seemed to float in
darkness with stars all around him for quite some time. Next he found himself wandering among
the clinging concerns of his own mind as if in a great unexplored house. Eventually, and not
noticing the change or how it occurred, he found himself standing in the middle of a round room



with an ornate vaulted ceiling of carved stones. Three shuttered windows of time-weathered
wood added just a little light through their cracks to the flickering yellow glow of many ornate
brass lamps hanging from iron hooks around the walls. Hundreds of books lay in dusty stacks
among countless vials, globes, maps, scrolls, telescopes and other items Mac could not hope to
name. Merlin sat as a bearded old man in a high-backed oak and leather chair. The long wide
sleeves of his gray robes hung over the dark wooden arm rests of the heavy chair. His white
beard flowed down over his lap nearly to his knees. Without moving his mouth, Merlin's
words pierced Mac's mind with stunning power, "Well now, that took long enough. Where did you
linger?" Mac's mind answered before he could open his mouth, "In the unsorted halls of my
own mind. There were… concerns of mine there that could not follow, though they tried and
tried." The old wizard dipped his head, nearly looking at Mac straight through his bushy white
eyebrows, "And to which side did your mind run?" Again, the words rang out in the room
directly from Mac's mind before he could willfully form a thought, "To leaving them behind, by
force if necessary." The wizard sighed and lay his head on the high back of his throne-like
chair, "To what purpose?"  
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Karen Lewis, “Return of the Wizard. Again Mr. Shearer has written a book that has the ability to
transport you to another world. I could not put it down, and I love it so much I'm reading it again.
The action is expertly described, and the characters are well developed. I love his writing
because it is very pure, and he imbeds principles and truth in the story so that you hardly notice
it, but it still uplifts and teaches. So far this is my favorite book yet of his, and it had to be very
good to beat out the others, which are still on my favorite books list. I don't want to give any
spoilers, but this book tells what I wish would happen, both in the U.K. and here. It has my
highest recommendation.”

Old Dog, “Return of the Wizard. Continues the themes of service, commitment, honor, dedicated
perserverance, excellance of character, devotion,and morality, spiced with a bit of philosophy
found in the "Dragons of Wulin" series. Had me buying into a very different take on a well known
legend.”

Edward J. Wisnewski, “I was moved to tears several times as Merlin passed on loved the story. I
very rarely cry (never) reading a book. I was moved to tears several times as Merlin passed on
loved the story”

Zach Miller, “More than a great read!. This book might have a long-term impact on one's life and
behavior, inspiring readers to walk and live as if they were an apprentice of Merlin and a Knight
of Camelot- in the modern world. In addition to being a great story- with an ending that threw me
for a loop- it is a treatise on the martial arts through the lens and symbolism of Western folklore
and philosophy. For me, the book even surpasses "That Hideous Strength," one of my all-time
favorite books and one that shares a few elements with "Return of the Wizard."”

Jacob Fox, “entertaining and thought provoking. An exciting tale of beasts, men, monsters and
immortals, with a splash of humor. An excellent read for anyone interested in philosophy, any
martial art, or fantasy. Anyone could find a way to relate to the physical and spiritual struggles
and lessons in this book. You will not be able to put it down.”

Jason Pope, “Very good read!!!. Book was very fast paced and had a lot of philosophical
knowledge one can use in their own lives. Highly recommended”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Spellbinding. An excellent work of fiction that takes the reader on a journey
through time.  It captivates and holds the readers attention, and makes it difficult to put down.”

Rosangela de Azevedo, “Another Great book from Mr Shearer!. Another great book written by
Kevin Shearer!It is Mac's journey , at first, but becomes your journey, too. It powerfully draws you



in, funny at times, philosophical. A mix of Eastern and Western philosophies. I assume that the
Eastern philosophy comes from Martial Arts.It is one of the best reads I experienced in the last
year! I can barely wait for the second book. I am buying it nowThank you, Kevin Shearer! Keep
on writing!”

The book by Kevin B. Shearer has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 14 people have provided feedback.
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